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High Cycle Fatigue Analysis in the presence of Autofrettage Compressive 
Residual Stress 
Volodymyr Okorokov *, Donald MacKenzie*, Yevgen Gorash *, Marta Morgantini *, Ralph van 
Rijswick** and Tugrul Comlekci*** 
* University of Strathclyde, 99 George St, Glasgow, G1 1RD, the UK
**Weir Minerals, Venlo, 5928 PH 
*** University of the West of Scotland, High Street, Paisley, PA1 2BE, UK 
Abstract: An experimental and numerical investigation of the effect of 
residual compressive stress on the high cycle fatigue life of notched low 
carbon steel test specimens is presented. Experimentally determined 
cyclic stress strain curves for S355 low carbon steel are utilized in a Finite 
Element Analysis plasticity modelling framework incorporating a new 
cyclic plasticity material model representative of cyclic hardening and 
softening, cyclic mean stress relaxation and ratcheting behaviors. Fatigue 
test results are presented for standard tensile fatigue test specimens and 
novel double notch specimens. Double notch specimens are tested with 
and without compressive residual stress prior-induced through tensile 
overload. It is shown that cyclic plasticity phenomena have a significant 
influence on the induced residual stress distribution and also on material 
behavior when fatigue tested in the high cycle regime. It is observed that 
higher initial compressive residual stresses magnitude does not 
necessarily lead to a longer fatigue life. Finite Element Analysis using 
the new cyclic plasticity material model shows this behavior is due to 
combined residual stress redistribution under fatigue test cyclic loading 
and cyclic hardening effects. A fatigue life methodology based on the 
stress-life approach augmented by a critical distance method is proposed 
and shown to give good agreement with experimental results for test 
specimens with no induced residual stress. The results obtained for 
specimens with induced residual stress are more conservative but the 
degree of conservatism is significantly lower than that in the 
conventional stress life approach. The proposed methodology is therefore 
suitable for analysis and design assessment of components with pre-
service induced compressive residual stress, such as autofrettaged 
pressure components. 
Keywords: Compressive residual stress, Autofrettage, Re-autofrettage, 
Cyclic plasticity, High cycle fatigue, Theory of critical distance   
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Nomenclature:   
A  - material constant for plasticity model 
B  - material constant for plasticity model 
b  - material constant for SN curve fitting 
L  - critical distance parameter 
fN  - cycles to failure 
ijn  - unit direction tensor of plastic flow 
ijO  - back stress shift tensor 
p  - accumulated plastic strain 
p - accumulated plastic strain rate 
p  - previously accumulated plastic strain 
p& - previously accumulated plastic strain rate 
q  - plastic strain amplitude 
q  - previously accumulated plastic strain amplitude 
q& - previously accumulated plastic strain amplitude rate 
ijX  - back stress tensor 
  - material constant for the Walker equation 
thK  - fatigue crack propagation threshold 
e  - equivalent elastic strain 
p  - equivalent plastic strain 
p
ijε  - plastic strain tensor 
p
ijε  - plastic strain rate tensor 
a  - uniaxial stress amplitude 
ar  - equivalent completely reversed stress amplitude 
m  - uniaxial mean stress  
max  - uniaxial maximum stress 
min  - uniaxial minimum stress 
f  - fatigue limit at a given R ratio 
f  - material constant for SN curve fitting 
eq  - equivalent von Mises stress  
a
eq  - equivalent stress amplitude 
m
eq  - equivalent mean stress 
aaa
332211 ,,    - normal components of the stress amplitude tensor 
mmm
332211 ,,   - normal components of the mean stress 
aaa
312312 ,,   - shear components of the stress amplitude tensor 
  - time delay 
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1. Introduction 
Autofrettage is an established method for increasing the fatigue life of components subject to cyclic or 
repeated pressure loading. The basis of the method is to induce limited plastic strain in the component through 
initial application of a relatively high autofrettage pressure. When the component is depressurized, a self-
equilibrating residual stress system is established, with compressive residual stress in regions experiencing 
plastic deformation during loading. When the component is subsequently pressurized under operating 
conditions, the mean stress in these regions is lower than that in similar non-autofrettage components, leading 
to extended fatigue life. 
Experimental and theoretical investigations of autofrettage commonly focus on two topics: calculation of 
the induced residual stress distribution and methods to predict the fatigue life in the presence of residual stress. 
The accuracy of the residual stresses calculation is determined by the nature of the elastic-plastic analysis 
employed and the elastic-plastic material data available. Analytical approaches based on the deformation 
theory of plasticity have been proposed from early 1-4 through to more recent 5-9 studies. This type of analysis 
is limited to proportional loading, relatively simple component geometry and single applications of 
autofrettage pressure. More complex problems are generally analyzed using numerical methods, in particular 
the Finite Element Method, FEM. The accuracy of the FEM approach is dependent, inter alia, on the plasticity 
model employed. Commercial FEM programs usually include several different plasticity models. The most 
widely used models in general elastic-plastic analysis are based on relatively simple kinematic and isotropic 
hardening rules. These models can represent several different features of elastic-plastic deformation but they 
do not, in general, fully represent the behavior of a material subject to plastic cycling. Application of cyclic 
loads in excess of the initial yield strength of the material can induce cyclic plasticity phenomena such as 
mean stress relaxation, ratcheting, cyclic softening and hardening and changing elastic properties during 
plastic strain accumulation. These responses are not captured by a linear kinematic hardening plasticity 
material model: a cyclic plasticity material model is required. 
A standard autofrettage process consists of a single “overload” of the pressure component. However, 
multiple application of overload pressure can enhance the established residual stress field and extend fatigue 
life. Proposed procedures include multiple autofrettage with intermediate and post-autofrettage thermal 
treatment 10, 11 and double autofrettage with application of  lower  overload pressure in the second autofrettage 
cycle 12. In the former procedure, the enhanced residual stress is attributed to microstructural changes 
occurring during the thermal treatment processes which leads to negation of the Bauschinger effect. In the 
latter procedure, which does not incorporate thermal treatment, the enhanced response is attributed to changes 
of cyclic hardening properties from the first autofrettage overload. 
Several material models addressing the specific requirements of cyclic plasticity behavior have been 
proposed in the literature 13-16. These models utilize different flow rules for kinematic and isotropic hardening 
and show good agreement with material tests for prediction of ratcheting rate and calculation of a stabilized 
stress strain state under cyclic softening or hardening. In the re-autofrettage process, the material experiences 
only a few reloading cycles and the main challenge is to establish an accurate model of the stress-strain 
behavior at the transition between the initial monotonic stress-strain curve and subsequent cyclic stress-strain 
curves. Models based on a modified Armstrong-Fredrick nonlinear kinematic rule with Chaboche back stress 
decomposition have been shown to give accurate prediction of compressive residual stress in this type of 
application 17, 18.  However, these models require a large number of back stress decompositions and the 
complicated theoretical framework can pose problems in engineering application.  
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Experimental studies have shown that fatigue strength can be greatly increased through application of 
autofrettage processes.  Application of a low temperature autofrettage process was found to result  in  a greater 
than 40% increase in fatigue limit19. Other autofrettage studies have reported fatigue strength increase in 
excess of 60% 20-26. However, the optimum autofrettage conditions for extended fatigue life have not been 
fully established. It is usually expected that optimum autofrettage condition is achieved when the maximum 
compressive residual stresses magnitude is induced. Residual stress relaxation due to thermal and plasticity 
effects is known to occur following mechanical treatment processes such as shot peening, deep rolling and 
low plasticity burnishing 27 but this effect has not been studied in depth for autofrettage. The conventional 
approach to determining the fatigue life of autofrettage components usually assumes wholly elastic material 
behavior under operating conditions. Any changes that may occur in the autofrettage residual stress 
distribution due to cyclic operating loads is not usually considered. However, it is known that limited plastic 
strain may occur in some materials when cyclically loaded below the fatigue limit 28.  Such cyclic plastic 
deformation may induce some redistribution of the residual stress field.    
In high cycle fatigue analysis, it is convenient to divide the total fatigue life into two stages: crack initiation 
and crack propagation. The fatigue life of most engineering components is dominated by the crack initiation 
stage. However, when the component has been subjected to autofrettage, the induced compressive residual 
stress can retard fatigue crack growth and in some circumstances fully arrest crack propagation. A study of 
plasticity induced fatigue crack closure for autofrettaged intersecting holes29 found that autofrettaged samples 
demonstrating infinite fatigue life actually cracked after a finite number of cycles. These initial cracks were 
arrested during propagation due to a barrier of compressive residual stresses induced by autofrettage. Similar 
crack arrest effects were also observed in studies of diesel-engine injection tubes30, 31. Accurate determination 
of crack propagation time in the presence of these phenomena requires application of fracture mechanics 
methods. To define the total fatigue life, the crack initiation time must also be determined. Fatigue crack 
initiation in metals is associated with the nucleation and propagation of microstructurally and mechanically 
short cracks.  Standard Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics approaches are not appropriate in analysis of short 
cracks. Advanced fracture mechanics methods 32-34 can be employed but these are not always suitable for 
prediction of the fatigue life of complex engineering components. The theory of critical distances 35-38 
provides an alternative approach to the problem. The critical distances method has been shown to give 
accurate fatigue strength predictions for a range of elastic components with different forms of stress 
concentration features and has been extended to assessment of autofrettaged components by incorporating a 
critical distance parameter in the stress-life fatigue methodology 39. 
This paper presents the results of a combined experimental and numerical investigation of the fatigue 
behavior of S355 low carbon steel in the presence of an induced residual stress field.  The specific motivation 
for the investigation was to better understand the effect of autofrettage and multiple-autofrettage on the fatigue 
life of industrial pump components. However, the methodology adopted in the experimental and analysis 
elements of the study are general and relevant to a wide range of industry applications. The experimental 
study is based around a pre-stressed, double-notch tensile test specimen with induced residual stress. The 
specimen is designed to give a residual stress field similar in form and magnitude to that commonly found in 
pressure components with stress raising features, such as cross-bores, after application of autofrettage. Similar 
notch or stress raising features are found in many other engineering applications. In the present study, the 
double notch specimen provides a simple, representative model of the behavior of pressure components 
without recourse to complex cyclic pressure testing. The simplified arrangement allows investigation of the 
effect of different overloading conditions corresponding to different autofrettage pressures on high cycle 
fatigue strength, enabling optimum autofrettage conditions to be determined and validated experimentally.  
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The elastic-plastic deformation of the specimen during initial overload and subsequent cyclic operating 
conditions is investigated through a  Finite Element Analysis, FEA, framework incorporating a new material 
model formulated for cyclic plasticity applications 40. The cyclic plasticity model provides an accurate 
representation of the material cyclic stress-strain response, including cyclic hardening, softening, mean stress 
relaxation and ratcheting effects, through of a small number of material constants. This enables accurate 
evaluation of the development of residual stress during the initial overload procedure, including multiple 
overloads, and any subsequent plastic deformation processes that may occur during operating (or fatigue) 
loading cycles. The proposed FEA framework, coupled with theory of critical distance evaluation of fatigue 
crack initiation, provides a coherent methodology for determining the fatigue life of pre-stressed components. 
2. Plasticity Material Properties and Material Model 
An autofrettage residual stress field arises from limited plastic deformation of a component induced during 
pressure loading: either by a single application or multiple applications of the autofrettage pressure.  FEM 
determination of the induced residual stress field requires a plasticity material model that can fully represent 
the cyclic plastic behavior of the material and associated material property data.  
The material considered here is a general purpose low carbon steel, S355. Monotonic and cyclic stress 
strain curves for the material were obtained by tension-compression testing of rectangular test specimens,  as 
shown in Fig. 1, on a 250 kN servo-hydraulic testing machine under both strain and force control. Strain was 
measured using a 10 mm gauge length extensometer. The cyclic plasticity loading programs were chosen to 
quantify the phenomena of cyclic hardening and softening, cyclic mean stress relaxation and ratcheting. Both 
low and high strain rate tests were performed: with low strain rates representative of autofrettage loading 
conditions and high strain rate loading representative of cycling under operating (fatigue) loading conditions. 
 
 
Fig. 1 – Tensile-compression sample geometry 
 
2.1   Cyclic plasticity constitutive modelling 
The cyclic plasticity material model used in the investigation is a recent formulation 40 that incorporates 
all cyclic plasticity phenomena expected under cyclic loading. The model incorporates a novel set of internal 
variables which represent strain range dependence effects and transition from the initial monotonic stress-
strain curve to subsequent cyclic loading curves. These are incorporated into the constitutive model through 
introduction of a Dirac delta function  Zδ  with argument: 
 1
2
p pZ p p      
  
S                                                           (1) 
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where p  and p  are equivalent and accumulated plastic strain at time t  respectively, p   and p  are 
equivalent and accumulated plastic strain at previous time  t   and S  is a sign operator, which changes 
sign with a simultaneous sign change in 
eqd
dp

, 
pd
dp

 and 
ed
dp

. Equivalent plastic strain p  is defined as: 
2
3
p pp
ij ij                                                                           (2) 
and accumulated plastic strain rate p& is defined as: 
 
2
3
p p
ij ijp   & &&                                                                          (3) 
The Dirac function thus returns an instant change of internal variables when a change in flow direction 
occurs at the start of a new load step. At other times, it returns a zero value and the variables remain 
unchanged. The variables are therefore constants during the current load step and change value only at the 
beginning of the next step. For example, the instant change of the plastic strain amplitude and previously 
accumulated plastic strain at time t can be introduced by: 
   pZqppq  δ2 
                                                                                           
(4)
     
 
   pZppp  δ                                                                                                 (5) 
where q  and pare the plastic strain amplitude and previously accumulated plastic strain respectively defined 
at previous time  t  : 
 q q t                                                                                (6)                                                                                                                                                         
 p p t                                                                                (7)  
An accurate representation of the stress-strain curve is achieved by introducing a new expression of the 
kinematic hardening rule: 
1
exp
ij ij p
ij ij
ij
X O
X AB
B n

 
  
 
 
& &                                                             (8) 
where ijX  is the back stress tensor, ijO  is the back stress shift tensor, A  and B  are plasticity model material 
constants and ijn  is the unit direction tensor of plastic flow. This approach accurately describes the stress-
strain curve in terms of two material constants. Similar accuracy using an Armstrong-Fredrick type of 
kinematic hardening rule requires 8 Chaboche back stress decompositions (16 material constants). The new 
model can predict the ratcheting rate or stresses at a stabilized state after cyclic hardening or softening under 
cyclic loading and can accurately describe the stress-strain curve shape at any loading condition. Increased 
accuracy in cyclic hardening and softening is achieved by introducing strain range dependence into constants 
of the kinematic hardening rules A  and B . This is of specific relevance when modelling autofrettage and re-
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autofrettage processes and compressive residual stress redistribution during the initial cycles of operating 
load.  
Stress-strain paths calculated by the new model are compared with experimental load-unload stress-strain 
data for S460N steel 17 and alternative cyclic plasticity models of Jiang et al 16 and Döring et al 17 in Fig. 2. 
The load-unload paths predicted by the present model exhibit close agreement with the experimental data 
other than at a small region at the initiation of the plateau. High accuracy is due to the particular form of back 
stress shift tensor ijO , which is formulated by a combination of Dirac delta functions and Heaviside step 
functions and uses the same material constants for all curves in the deformation process as the back stress 
tensor. In comparison, the Jiang model16 is in good agreement for unloading but does not fully capture the 
initial monotonic curve. The Döring model17 gives a better representation of the monotonic curve but is less 
accurate than the other models for unloading, particularly in the small plastic strain region. The new model is 
intended for general application and is not limited to analysis of steels. The general form of equation (8) is 
valid for a wide range of materials, with the evolution rule for the back stress shift tensor ijO  developed for 
each specific material. The cyclic plasticity response predicted for D16 aluminium alloy is compared with 
experimental data41 in Fig. 3. This is a challenging simulation, the initial monotonic curve has almost linear 
plastic hardening while all subsequent curves are significantly non-linear. The present model is able to 
accurately simulate this material behavior. 
 
 
Fig. 2 – Loading-unloading stress-strain responses for S460N from 17 and simulation by different plasticity models  
 
Experimental cyclic plasticity test results for the S355 steel of the present study are shown in Fig. 4 for 
two cycles of loading at low and high strain rates. These demonstrate strain rate dependence in the plasticity 
response, with the higher strain rate giving a higher yield stress and different strain hardening effect. As most 
engineering high cycle fatigue loading conditions have loading frequencies above 0.1 Hz, this rate dependency 
is relevant when modelling plasticity phenomena which occur during the fatigue lifetime. The stress-strain 
paths calculated by the new plasticity material model show that the kinematic hardening rule accurately 
describes the shape of the stress-strain curves.  
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Fig. 3 – Cyclic stress-strain response of D16 aluminum alloy with numerical simulations   
 
 
Fig. 4 – Stress-strain curves of S355 at two strain rates of loading 
 
2.2 Mixed cyclic hardening and softening 
Most engineering metals exhibit cyclic hardening or cyclic softening. These phenomena suggest that values 
of peak stresses in stable hysteresis loops depend on the strain range of cyclic loading. To examine the effect 
of cyclic hardening or softening of the S355 steel, increasing level tests 42, in which the strain magnitude is 
increased after stress stabilization, were performed. The results obtained are compared with the monotonic 
stress-strain curve in Fig. 5. This shows the material has mixed cyclic hardening and softening. For strain 
amplitude up to 0.3%, the material cyclically softens and the material deviates from linear elastic behavior at 
stresses below the monotonic yield stress (initiation of the plateau in the monotonic curve). The set of internal 
variables used in the plasticity model is able to simulate the effect of cyclic softening when cyclic loading 
occurs below the initial monotonic yield stress. For strain amplitude greater than 0.3%, the material shows 
significant cyclic hardening. Cyclic hardening and softening effects are usually neglected when modelling 
autofrettage but Fig. 5 suggests that these may have a significant effect on the calculated residual stress, 
particularly for multiple autofrettage. The strain range dependence incorporated in the proposed cyclic 
plasticity framework exhibits good agreement with experimental observations. 
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Fig. 5 – S355 steel increasing level test results 
 
2.3 Cyclic mean stress relaxation and ratcheting 
Cyclic mean stress relaxation occurs under fixed strain amplitude cyclic loading with non-zero mean strain. 
The stress-strain response obtained from a mean stress relaxation test of S355 is shown in Fig. 6. Repeated 
application of load with fixed strain amplitude reduces the mean stress of loading and increases the 
compressive part. In multiple applications of autofrettage, this behavior, in conjunction with cyclic hardening, 
can lead to increased magnitude of compressive residual stress. Ratcheting occurs under fixed force amplitude 
cyclic loading with non-zero mean force. The response of the S355 material tested under this form of loading 
is shown in Fig. 7. The paths calculated by the proposed plasticity model are seen to be closely representative 
of the ratcheting rate and cyclic stress-strain curves. Under multiaxial loading, mean stress relaxation and 
ratcheting may occur together. Both of these are represented in the new plasticity model. During multiple 
application of autofrettage loads, these effects can enhance the compressive residual stresses but may also 
lead to increased mean stress under operating conditions.   
 
 
Fig. 6 – S355 steel cyclic mean stress relaxation 
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Fig. 7 – S355 steel ratcheting 
 
3. Uniaxial fatigue testing 
Uniaxial fatigue tests were conducted for cylindrical low carbon steel specimens, as shown in Fig. 8, on a 
150 kN servo-hydraulic testing machine under the force control at frequency 15 Hz. The load ratios considered 
were R = 0 and R = -1, where: 
min
max
R


                                                                            (9) 
The fatigue life data obtained are shown in Fig. 9a, with SN curves approximated by Basquin’s power law: 
 bffa N2                                                                        (10) 
The effect of mean stress on fatigue life is presented in the form of a Haigh diagram in Fig. 9b. Mean stress 
correction is based on the Walker equation: 











1
1
2
R
aar                                                                   (11) 
which has been shown to be representative of the mean stress effect in steels 43. The constants determined for 
the fatigue behavior of the uniaxial samples are given in Table 1. 
 
 
Fig. 8 – Uniaxial fatigue specimen geometry 
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Table 1 – Fatigue parameters of the uniaxial test      
Type of loading f , MPa f  b  thK    
R = -1 211  393 -0.04 12 
0.73 
R = 0 172 430 -0.06 8 
 
Fig. 9b shows that for loading ratios in the range R > -0.2, the maximum stress is greater than the initial 
yield stress of the material. This indicates significant plastic strain accumulates during the first fatigue load 
cycle. The effect of plasticity ratcheting is present for loading below the fatigue limit observed in Fig 9a. 
Cyclic plasticity phenomena can therefore occur in the high cycle fatigue region of 105 – 107 cycles and when 
a uniaxial sample exhibits infinite life. However, Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 show that the loading process stabilizes 
after finite number of cycles, typically 30 to 50 cycles. Therefore, in this investigation the cyclic plasticity 
response is modelled for a limited number of cycles to accurately determine the stabilized stress-strain cycle.     
 
 
Fig. 9 – Results of uniaxial fatigue testing in terms of a) SN curve and b) Haigh diagram 
 
4. Fatigue life prediction methodology  
The proposed test methodology considers the behavior of pre-stressed double notched tensile test 
specimens with geometry as defined in Fig. 10. Compressive residual stress is induced in the specimen prior 
to fatigue testing by initially subjecting it to an “autofrettage” tensile force sufficient to cause limited plastic 
deformation in the notch region.  First yield occurs at the four notch intersection regions of the specimen. 
Plastic deformation spreads from these locations into the specimen by a limited amount, such that the core of 
the specimen remains elastic. When the axial load is subsequently reduced to zero, a self-equilibrating state 
of residual stress is established with tensile stress in the elastic core and compressive stress in the regions of 
plastic deformation. 
4.1 Residual stress prediction 
Finite Element Analysis, FEA, of the plastic deformation processes was performed using the ANSYS 
Workbench program44. A 3D model of a 1/16 segment of the specimen geometry was created, as shown in 
Fig. 11, meshed by higher order tetrahedral elements. Symmetry boundary conditions were applied at the 
three symmetry planes. The autofrettage force is applied as a remote tensile force at the sample ends. Elastic-
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plastic analysis was performed using two material models: the new plasticity model of Section 2.1 
implemented as an ANSYS Workbench User Programmable Feature (UPF) and the standard ANSYS 
Chaboche nonlinear kinematic hardening model with the best fit to the experimental data. Geometric 
nonlinear effects were included when total strain values exceeded 3%. 
 
 
Fig. 10 – Sample geometry for fatigue testing with the autofrettage effect 
 
 
 
Fig. 11 – 1/16th symmetric specimen FE mesh 
 
Contour plots of the residual stress fields for tensile loading to 65 kN then unloading to zero evaluated by 
the new plasticity model and the Chaboche model are shown in Fig. 12a and Fig. 12b respectively.  The two 
material models give significantly different magnitudes and distributions of calculated compressive residual 
stresses. In this application, the Chaboche model does not represent the form of the material stress-strain 
relationship during loading and unloading as closely as the new model, as shown in the inset stress-strain plots 
of Fig. 12. 
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The magnitude of notch root compressive residual stresses calculated using the new plasticity model is 
dependent on the value of autofrettage force and the number of times it is applied, as shown in Fig. 13a for 
single and multiple (10) applications. The residual stress magnitude increased with increasing force for both 
cases. For forces below 45 kN, the residual stress induced by multiple overload is slightly less than that for a 
single application, due to cyclic softening effects at small plastic strain amplitude. At higher overloading 
forces, multiple autofrettage induces higher compressive residual stress. The accumulation of total strain with 
increasing autofrettage overload for single and multiple (10) applications is shown in Fig. 13b. Comparison 
with Fig. 13a shows that increasing the total strain above 5% gives only a 3% increase in compressive residual 
stress at the notch root. From a practical point of view, it is recommended that autofrettage overload should 
satisfy a limiting value of accumulated strain, as excessive overload can create structural damage to the 
component. 
 
 
Fig. 12 – Distribution of the compressive residual stress (minimum principal stress) calculated using a) the new plasticity 
model and b) the ANSYS Chaboche nonlinear kinematic hardening model 
 
 
Fig. 13 – Dependence of the a) compressive residual stress and b) equivalent total strain on the overload force 
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4.2 Fatigue tests 
Fatigue testing was performed for specimens with no induced residual stress and for individual specimens 
with different degrees of pre-stress: single overload of 55kN, 75kN, 92kN and 140kN and 10 applications of 
overload of 75kN. The greatest compressive residual stress was calculated for specimens subject to 10 cycles 
of 75kN of overload by FEA. In single preload specimens, the greatest compressive residual stress was 
calculated in specimens subject to 92kN, then 75kN, 55kN and 140kN respectively. Two special cases of 
overload were also considered: a single application of 140kN, which is close to the fracture strength of the 
specimen, and a single application of compressive load -87kN, inducing tensile residual stress in the notched 
region of the specimen. The specimens were subject to fatigue test under alternating axial force with loading 
ratio of R = 0. 
The test results summarized in Fig. 14 indicate that the fatigue life of pre-stressed specimens is not solely 
determined by the magnitude of residual stress induced during preloading alone but is also dependent on 
cyclic plastic strain accumulation during the fatigue test. The longest fatigue life observed in all tests was for 
specimens with a single preload of 75kN. These specimen did not have the highest calculated compressive 
residual stress, which occurred for multiple application of the 75kN force. The latter specimens exhibited 
shorter fatigue life than single 75kN pre-load specimens at 22kN, 23kN and 25kN alternating force.  At 25kN 
alternating test force, the fatigue life of the multiple preload specimens was less than that of specimens with 
no induced compressive residual stress and at 22kN the fatigue life was similar. The ratcheting test results of 
Fig. 7 show that significant plastic strain accumulation can occur in S355 steel in the high-cycle fatigue range 
considered here. This behavior can lead to changes in compressive residual stress in specimens (including 
establishment of residual stress in non-preloaded specimens) as cyclic plasticity stabilization occurs during 
initial cycles of the fatigue test.  
 
 
Fig. 14 – Results of fatigue testing of notched samples together with standard stress life predictions, where N.O. – no 
overload, S.O. – single overload and M.O. – multiple overload 
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The specimen subject to an initial tensile force of 140 kN (close to the fracture strength of the specimen) 
was tested under an alternating force of 25kN. The initial preload of this specimen may cause significant 
material damage in highly loaded regions due to nucleation of voids and micro-discontinuities. This would be 
expected to significantly reduce the fatigue life.  However, the test result indicates that in practice a small 
improvement in fatigue life occurred. This may be attributed to the differing nature of plastic damage 
accumulation during monotonic or low cycle fatigue loading and the damage accumulation process of high 
cycle fatigue. The high compressive residual stresses induced by overloading can block fatigue crack 
propagation initiated from damage accumulation due to large plastic strains. The specimen subject to an initial 
compressive force of -87kN was tested under an alternating force of 21kN. This exhibited a shorter fatigue 
life than a specimen with no pre-stressing, attributed to the tensile residual stress in the specimen. 
4.3 Calculation of fatigue life 
In stress life fatigue analysis, the stress cycle at a point in a body is defined between two specific load 
states by the mean stress and stress amplitude. In 3D analysis, nominal scalar values of mean stress and stress 
amplitude are determined by application of a multiaxial criterion, usually corresponding to a multiaxial yield 
criterion such as Maximum Principal Stress, Tresca or von Mises. The Tresca criterion may be incorporated 
in a critical plane analysis framework approach45. The stress life procedure applied here is based on the von 
Mises criterion,  assuming proportionality of effective mean stress and hydrostatic pressure46. The equivalent 
stress amplitude and mean stress are defined as: 
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The procedure is illustrated for a specimen initially subject to 75 kN multiple preload and tested under 
21kN cyclic load.  Fig. 15 shows the calculated distribution of equivalent stress amplitude, the corresponding 
equivalent mean stress and stress ratio. Redistribution of initial compressive residual stress due to cyclic 
plasticity effects is simulated by application of 50 cycles of test force amplitude. The maximum equivalent 
stress amplitude occurs at the notch root. Although the remote force applied to the ends of the sample has 
load ratio R = 0, the stress ratio in the notched region varies significantly due to the compressive residual 
stresses induced prior to cyclic loading, ranging from R = -2.11 to R = 0.8.  
The fatigue life of each specimen is evaluated by comparing the calculated maximum equivalent stress 
amplitude at the notch root with the experimental uniaxial SN curves and Haigh diagram of Fig. 9b. Fatigue 
life curves calculated using this approach shown in Fig. 14 are seen to significantly underestimate the observed 
experimental values. For example, the maximum notch root equivalent alternating stress of the 75 kN multiple 
overload specimen tested under 21 kN force amplitude was 254 MPa. Comparing this to the uniaxial 
experimental data gives a fatigue life of around 5x105 cycles, whereas the tested specimen exhibited run-out 
at 3x106.  
The underestimation of the fatigue life of components with stress concentration has been previously 
reported in the literature 35-39, 47. In the stress based approach, the fatigue life assessment is based on stress at 
a point. However, a fatigue crack is initiated due to stresses acting on a process volume of material. 
Consequently, to predict the fatigue life of a component incorporating a stress concentration feature, averaged 
stresses acting on the process volume should be calculated. A limited number of empirical formulas have been 
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proposed in the literature to incorporate the stress concentration effect and make predictions in better 
agreement with experimental results. These approaches are usually empirical, dependent on material and 
component geometry and do not have a theoretical basis. An alternative approach to the problem is adopted 
in the theory of critical distance. This theory generalizes fatigue strength for different geometries and stress 
concentration features by introducing a unique parameter which can be calibrated from fatigue tests of notched 
specimens and, in some cases, can be directly derived from fracture mechanics. The unique parameter is a 
critical distance over which the average stresses are calculated. The aim is to represent the process volume of 
material which actually influences the fatigue strength. There are several options for the critical distance 
approach in which stresses are averaged over either a line, area or volume. In the simplest option, the critical 
distance is determined with the use of a fracture mechanics approach as 35: 
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The prediction of the fatigue limit of a component with a stress concentration is then made according to 35: 
f
a
eq L  )2/(                                                                       (15)                                                              
 
Fig. 15 – Distribution of equivalent stress amplitude, equivalent mean stress and stress ratio at the notch area of the sample 
 
A development of the method for prediction of finite fatigue life is presented in47, where the critical 
distance parameter is derived as a function of the number of cycles. This approach has shown accurate 
prediction of fatigue life for members incorporating stress concentration features in several different 
applications. The method is attractive in that reasonable accuracy is achieved from FEM calculations with the 
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use of only a few parameters. However, the method is not directly applicable in the presence of a residual 
stress field, as parameters are derived or calibrated assuming a constant R-ratio corresponding to the applied 
load ratio. In the case of cyclic loading with induced residual stress, the stress R-ratio is not constant, as 
illustrated in Fig. 15. This problem may be overcome by a modified critical distance method in which an 
iterative procedure is applied to determine an average value of R-ratio in a specific region39. Here, the 
calculated stresses are averaged over Path 1 of Fig. 15. Fatigue life predictions using this approach for four 
different pre-load cases (including no preload) are presented in Fig. 16. These show good agreement with 
experimental results for non-overloaded samples, Fig. 16a. However, the predictions for the overloaded 
samples in Fig. 16b, 16c and 16d are more conservative, but significantly less conservative than conventional 
stress life prediction, as given in Figure 14. This difference is attributed to retardation of fatigue crack growth 
due to compressive residual stresses at the notch area (in the case of the overloaded samples, the long crack 
propagation stage can take up to 20% of the total fatigue life). Fig. 15 shows that the mean stress starts to 
decrease achieving its minimum at around 1 mm away from the notch root. A crack initiating at the notch root 
under high stress amplitude propagates into a field of decreasing stress amplitude and lower mean stress, 
where it propagates less rapidly. More accurate fatigue life prediction can be achieved by incorporating further 
analysis of crack propagation. 
 
 
Fig. 16 – Experimental results of fatigue testing of notched sample with predictions by modified critical distance method for 
the cases of a) no autofrettage overload, b) 75 kN of single autofrettage overload, c) 75 kN of multiple re-autofrettage overload 
and d) 92 kN of single autofrettage overload; N.O. = No Overload, S.O. = Single Overload and M.O. = Multiple Overload 
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4.4 Plasticity effects 
The influence of plasticity effects on high cycle fatigue behavior during cyclic loading is considered for 
two autofrettage conditions: single and multiple autofrettage overload of 75 kN. A single load application 
induces a calculated compressive residual stress of -244 MPa of at the notch root. Application of 10 cycles of 
75 kN results in a notch root compressive stress of -267 MPa. The fatigue test results of Fig. 14 show that the 
single application of preload leads to a longer fatigue life than the multiple application. This behavior can be 
understood by considering the calculated equivalent stress amplitude and mean stress obtained during 
application of the working load cycle. Table 2 and Table 3 show the calculated equivalent stress amplitude 
and mean stress averaged over the critical distance parameter for both autofrettage conditions at 4 applied 
cyclic load levels. In all cases, the multiple re-autofrettage overload leads to lower mean stress but increases 
the stress amplitude. This leads to a shorter fatigue life for the multiple overloaded specimens compared to 
the single overloaded specimens, despite the lower initial compressive residual stress in the notch area induced 
by multiple autofrettage.   
 
Table 2 –Numerical calculation results for 75 kN single autofrettage overload      
Alternating force, kN 25 23 22 21 
Equivalent stress amplitude (averaged 
over the critical distance), MPa 
223.2  227.7 220.1  219.8  
Equivalent mean stress(averaged over 
the critical distance) 
-1.7 -12.5 -18.3 -24.7 
R – ratio (averaged over the critical 
distance) 
-1.01 -1.12 -1.18 -1.25 
Predicted number of cycles to failure, N 7.1E5 1.0E6 1.4E6 1.8E6 
Critical distance, mm 0.5 0.37 0.33 0.31 
 
Table 3 – Results of numerical calculation for 75 kN multiple re-autofrettage overload 
Alternating force, kN 25 23 22 21 
Equivalent stress amplitude (averaged 
over the critical distance), MPa 
240.3 242.4 234.0 229.9 
Equivalent mean stress(averaged over 
the critical distance) 
-21.2 -27.5 -37.4 -42.6 
R – ratio (averaged over the critical 
distance) 
-1.19 -1.26 -1.38 -1.48 
Predicted number of cycles to failure, N 2.1E5 3.8E5 5.5E5 8.9E5 
Critical distance, mm 0.62 0.55 0.49 0.45 
 
The conventional understanding that higher autofrettage compressive residual stress will lead to longer 
fatigue life is valid only if the structural response to the working fatigue loading is purely elastic. In that case, 
the applied load amplitude gives rise to the same stress amplitude irrespective of the value of residual stresses. 
However, the present investigation shows that the assumption of purely elastic loading may not lead to 
accurate prediction of fatigue life. In the case of the S355 low carbon steel considered here, the material 
demonstrates cyclic hardening with accumulation of plastic strain within the high cycle fatigue range. 
Application of a higher overload force and initial working load cycles both harden the material stress-strain 
response and result in a higher stress amplitude for the same value of loading amplitude. Fig. 17 shows the 
calculated stress-strain relationship during fatigue loading cycles of amplitude 25 kN. Two preload conditions 
are shown: no overload and single overload of 92 kN. In both cases, after the initial overload and shakedown 
effects, fatigue loading leads to a stabilized cycle. In the overloading case, the stabilized cycle has a 
compressive mean stress of -8 MPa and stress amplitude of 163 MPa. In the no overload case, the mean stress 
is 47 MPa and stress amplitude is 144 MPa. Although the overloaded sample has a lower stabilized mean 
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stress, its fatigue life is shorter due to the higher stress amplitude. This is explained by the plasticity influence 
on the stress amplitude of fatigue working loading condition. Considering these findings, the re-autofrettage 
process is not beneficial in terms of the fatigue life improvement for this class of carbon steels. However, 
when fatigue with environmental effects is considered the re-autofrettage process may be the most appropriate 
case. Fatigue life can be significantly reduced by corrosion effects in low carbon steels, such that the applied 
loads should be significantly lower than in the case of fatigue in air. In this case, the plastic part of strains can 
be insignificant and can be neglected. Therefore, the stress amplitudes are not dependent on the plasticity 
effects, so that the largest field of compressive residual stresses will provide the longest fatigue life in the 
very high cycle region of 108 – 109 cycles. 
 
 
Fig. 17 – Deviatoric axial stress vs. axial plastic strain at the notch root during both the autofrettage process and fatigue cycling, 
where N.O. = No Overload, S.O. – Single Overload and L.A. = Loading Amplitude  
 
5. Engineering Applications 
Stress-life fatigue analysis is widely used in many areas of engineering due to the relative ease of 
application of the methodology. Design and assessment procedures based on the stress life approach are 
intentionally conservative however it is known that in certain situations the degree of conservatism can be 
excessive. Structures and components containing stress raising features are particularly liable to over-
conservatism. This is clearly illustrated by comparison of the fatigue test results and stress life predictions for 
the double notch specimens used in the present study, shown in Fig. 14. Use of more advanced techniques 
based on fracture mechanics concepts can provide more accurate determination of the total fatigue life of 
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cyclically loaded components but these usually require more specialist knowledge, non-standard material 
models and access to high performance computing facilities. The methodology proposed here bridges the 
complexity and associated degree of conservatism of these approaches.  
The proposed methodology has two main features: use of an advanced cyclic plasticity material model to 
fully represent any cyclic plasticity behavior occurring under cyclic loading and application of the critical 
distance theory to determine fatigue crack initiation. The motivation for the present study was to better 
understand the role of autofrettage and other residual stress methods in the fatigue life of pump components 
in the mining and minerals industries. However, the findings are relevant to wider engineering application, 
for structures and components with and without induced residual stress. The methodology is suited to 
engineering design calculations in an industry environment. In the present application, the cyclic plasticity 
model was implemented as a User Programmable Feature (UPF) and applied in FEA in the same manner as 
a standard ANSYS material model. The critical distance methodology used to determine the crack initiation 
and short crack propagation stages of fatigue life are also amenable to industry use in that only a small number 
of material parameters are required. The critical distance method is limited in that it cannot represent 
propagation of long cracks. This limitation is not significant for most fatigue life applications, where the total 
fatigue life is dominated by the crack initiation stage. However, the presence of compressive residual stress 
due to autofrettage and similar processes can greatly extend the propagation stage. In such applications, the 
critical distance approach gives conservative values for total fatigue life. However, the degree of conservatism 
may be significantly less than conventional stress-life fatigue analysis and is suitable for design and structural 
integrity assessment applications.  
The fatigue test results show that multiple application of overload can increase the magnitude of 
compressive residual stress induced in an autofrettaged component. However, the cyclic hardening 
characteristics of the material can influence its response during fatigue loading cycles, leading to higher stress 
amplitude. In this way, the fatigue life of a multiple autofrettaged component may be less than that of a similar 
single autofrettage component or even a component with no autofrettage, as seen in the fatigue test results for 
S355 low carbon steel in Fig. 14. However, this behavior is not necessarily general to all materials and re-
autofrettage may be beneficial for high strength materials exhibiting cyclic softening. 
6. Conclusions 
This results of the experimental and FEM investigation of the fatigue life of double notched S355 low 
carbon steel specimens with and without induced compressive residual stress show that the behavior of pre-
stressed components under cyclic loading is complex and dependent on the material response, component 
geometry and the nature and magnitude of loading. The analysis framework adopted incorporates a new cyclic 
plasticity material model that can represent cyclic plastic material behavior (cyclic hardening, cyclic 
softening, mean stress relaxation and ratcheting) in terms of a limited number of material constants. The 
model provides detailed and accurate evaluation of the formation of the residual stress field in the component 
and any subsequent plastic deformation processes that occur under operating conditions: i.e. fatigue load 
cycles in the fatigue test program. The augmented stress-life fatigue methodology proposed incorporates a 
critical distance parameter representative of notch effects in the presence of residual stress. 
FEA of the plastic deformation of the double notch S355 low carbon steel specimens subjected to both 
single and multiple overload showed that repeated application of the same overload can induce higher 
magnitude compressive residual stress in the specimen notch region. However, the fatigue tests showed that 
the subsequent fatigue life of the specimens was not dependent on the magnitude of induced compressive 
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residual stress alone. In some cases where fatigue failure occurred before 106 cycles, multiple overload 
specimens demonstrated lower fatigue life than similar specimens with no induced compressive stress. This 
finding is perhaps contrary to general understanding of induced compressive residual stress procedures.  The 
FEA investigation showed that the lower fatigue life is a consequence of the significant cyclic hardening 
behavior of S355 low carbon steel, which leads to larger stress amplitude occurring in the multiple overload 
specimens during fatigue cycle loading. This behavior may be typical for low strength materials that cyclically 
harden and experience plastic strain accumulation during high cycle fatigue loading. 
The fatigue test results presented indicate that conventional stress-life fatigue assessment can significantly 
underestimate the experimentally observed high cycle fatigue life of double notch tensile test specimens. In 
the methodology proposed here, this conservatism is addressed by introduction of a critical distance parameter 
in the fatigue life assessment procedure. The methodology is shown to give good agreement with experimental 
results for the fatigue life of specimens without pre-induced compressive residual stress. However, predictions 
of the fatigue life for overloaded samples are conservative, although less than conventional stress life analysis. 
This is a limitation of the critical distance approach, which provides accurate calculation of the crack initiation 
time but does not account for crack growth retardation in overloaded samples, where the induced compressive 
residual stress creates a significant barrier to the growth of initiated cracks, resulting in a longer fatigue life 
than predicted.  More accurate prediction could be obtained by adopting a more complex fracture mechanics 
approach for crack growth calculations but the simpler critical distance method provides a viable methodology 
for design rule applications, as it provides accurate determination of crack initiation time and is a conservative 
measure of the total fatigue life.  
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